
From:
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: comment on proposed expansion
Date: Thursday, February 18, 2021 4:03:10 PM

To the City of Victor:
 
When will it stop?

For the sake of why we all live in this valley, I hope the Victor City planning staff and city council will follow
the VARD FLUM for any expansion of Victor.
 
This valley is growing too fast as it is. We are destroying our valley, our ecosystem. Losing even one farm
or ranch changes the visual appeal of the valley and the landscape forever.
 
President Biden's Climate 21 effort and its staff are working to protect rural and agricultural land as a
valuable element in slowing climate change. All Victor appears to be doing is working against that.
 
If the FLUM as proposed goes through, is Victor prepared to build circumferential highways around the
city?  That means one from Hwy 22 to Hwy 33 and one from Hwy 33 to Hwy 31. The city cannot expect
traffic going through Victor to slow down any further -- not with lower speed limits nor with more signalized
intersections.
 
And when is Victor going to place a permanent moratorium on wood-burning stoves. The haze over Victor
looks like the brown cloud over Salt Lake or Denver. Surely young lungs are being impaired.  And you
want more growth?
 
Choose the VARD FLUM or please go back to the drawing board.
 
Anne Callison, Tetonia



From: Wes Keller
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: FLUM
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:25:53 AM

We agree with Vard’s vision for Victor.  Protecting the greater Yellowstone ecosystem is essential, especially with
400 available lots within Victor. 
Wes and Jean Keller

Victor, ID
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:weskeller@comcast.net
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: annette larson
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Flum
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:05:22 AM

Please adopt the Vard map for our area and preserve our valley’s distinct resources for habitat.

Let’s not turn into an Idaho Falls

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:toastysock@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Rich Eidem
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: FLUM
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:00:25 PM

Dear Victor City Planner,

I agree with VARD's FLUM concept.  Let's keep it tight! A 40% expansion is unnecessary
with the current availability. Keep the greedy dirt pimps at bay and maintain quality. 

Thanks!

Rich Eidem
Tetonia

mailto:richeidem@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: David Fischel
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: FLUM
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 10:31:28 AM

Greetings, Victor planners:
   We recently reviewed VARD's thoughtful version of development and boundaries in Victor.
Their thoughts and suggestions seem quite reasonable, and we would encourage you to
consider all or some  of them.
David and Melanie Fischel
Timberline Loop, Victor

mailto:fiscdavi@isu.edu
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Mike Pfeil
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: FLUM
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:57:31 PM

Dear Planner,
I firmly believe that “in fill” of existing vacant city lots is far and away the most responsible
way to keep Victor vibrant. It allows for appropriate growth and development without
jeopardizing the cities look, feel and impact on the surrounding sensitive areas.
I would respectfully ask that the city adopt the plan put forth by VARD.
Many thanks for you consideration. 
Kind regards,
Mike Pfeil
Victor, Idaho

mailto:michael.pfeil@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Shivani Pechtl
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Future Land Use Map
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 7:23:32 PM

Hi 

Please take into consideration  that I 100%  support the VARD vision for this project.

with love and grace~

Shivani Pechtl, LAc
Mindfulness, Somatic Practitioner 
& Holistic Coach

mailto:shivani.pechtl@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com
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Carl Osterberg

From: Olivia Goodale
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 12:41 PM
To: Kimberly Kolner; Carl Osterberg
Subject: FW: Envision victor zoning map proposal 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Public comment for the staff report below.  Thanks!  
 

From: Victor City Council <council@victorcityidaho.com>  
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 10:58 AM 
To: Victor Mayor <mayor@victorcityidaho.com>; Molly Absolon <mollya@victorcityidaho.com>; Olivia Goodale 
<oliviag@victorcityidaho.com>; Emily S <emilys@victorcityidaho.com>; Amy R <amyr@victorcityidaho.com>; Stacy 
Hulsing <stacyh@victorcityidaho.com> 
Subject: FW: Envision victor zoning map proposal  
 
 

 
 

 

  

 
________________________________________ 
From: Shon kunz 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 10:58:07 AM (UTC‐07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada) 
To: Victor City Council 
Subject: Envision victor zoning map proposal 
 
City Council, 
 
My family and I own approximately 130 acres east of baseline between 7750 S and 8500s. We have followed the proposed zone 
maps with concern over the past year. I have talked with both planners numerous times about the proposed zone maps.  They have 
both told me that even though the green space, open space proposal covers substantial acreage, that we would be able to build our 
personal homes and or possibly a clustered low density development.  Also the proposed map prior to last planning and zoning 
meeting showed a higher density zoning on the 40 acres adjoining baseline between 8000s and 8250s.  After discussions with 
planners we felt we could live with some green space if we had higher density closer to baseline.  We want to be good neighbors and 
felt this was a good compromise.  Then all of a sudden after the last and final p&z meeting, the green space was increased and the 
density lowered on 40 acres mentioned above.  And they voted to accept this. These changes were made during the meeting and 
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finalized without any prior notice. This is extremely concerning to us.  Also it has been brought to our attention that a p&z member 
living on the corner of baseline and 8500s has been personally sending emails to our neighbors to gain support for his agenda of 
using our property as open green space.  Is this a conflict of interest? Maybe he should have recused himself.  We hope you will take 
these changes into account and we would like to further visit with p&z and council regarding the proposed zoning maps before it is 
finalized. I believe all large land owners should have input. 
 
Once again I have discussed with planners this info, and would ask for your consideration to leave the maps like they were before 
p&z made the changes and abruptly voted to adopt.  Please contact me, we would greatly appreciate the opportunity to sit down 
and discuss the matter. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Shon Kunz 

 
 
Sent from my iPad 



From: Sue Miller-Sugar
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Re: Future Land Use Map
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 11:40:00 AM

I have a very moderate & pragmatic view of the needs for accommodating population growth
as sometimes growth is needed and some progress is inevitable but I am also someone who
watched for 30+ years how  OUTWARD "sprawl" rather than restrained  INWARD growth
pretty much destroyed my previous hometown. What started out as a quaint place is now a
crowded , crime-ridden widely spread footprint, an unpleasant shadow of it's former self.
Don't think that can't happen in T.V. with the passage of time because it can! The lure of
increased monetary, business and population growth at the hands of big commercial and large
subdivison/ apartment developers is strong but whats the point of the gaining of extra cash if
you wind up having to relocate because of poor city planning? My native state of California is
rife with lovely small towns each turning into a miniature Los Angeles within 20 years
...Please break that cycle before it's too late for us here. I think the proposed V.A.R.D plan in
regards to the F.L.U.M. map is a prudent one, not only for the humans but the wildlife of the
T.V. area.
Thank you
~Sue Sugar~

mailto:sue4idaho@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Kathleen May
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Support for VARD"s Version of the Future Land Use Map [FLUM]
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 8:24:18 PM

To: Victor City Council Members
Re: Support for VARD's Version of the Future Land Use Map 

Let me begin by saying that I commend the P&Z Commission for proposing
to include more greenspace around the edges of Victor in their revised
draft of the FLUM.

However, I strongly believe that VARD's version of the FLUM takes into
consideration critical factors that are not addressed in the P&Z
Commission's draft.

First, Victor currently has hundreds of vacant lots and/or developable lands within
the City’s existing footprint. By re-drawing City boundaries around existing development
and filling vacant lots/parcels, Victor could potentially provide thousands of residential units, 
as VARD's version of the FLUM demonstrates. 

Even more significantly, Teton Valley is part of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
(GYE) ~ the earth’s only intact ecosystem in a temperate climate zone. As residents of the
Valley communities, we have an obligation to be vigilant stewards of this invaluable,
unmatched ecosystem.

We can look to countless other communities across the Intermountain West to see evidence
of urban/suburban sprawl. Preventing that outcome for our Valley, and protecting the health
and viability of the GYE, must be our paramount objective.

I believe there is remarkable consensus within the Valley and across our Communities. Our
shared vision can allow for stewardship of our unparalleled ecosystem, protection of our
agricultural heritage, and enhancement of vibrant cities in our incomparable Teton Valley.

Thank you for your dedication to our community and thank you for considering my
comments in support of the VARD version of the FLUM.

Kathleen May
Victor                                               

mailto:kath.m.may@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: DayDay M Howe
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: VARD FLUM
Date: Thursday, February 18, 2021 7:19:32 AM

Hi there,
I agree with VARDs FLUM for Victor. I would hate to see the valley turn into the Drictor that
so many Jacksonites think it is. Victor and Driggs are two different towns with two different
feels. Living in Victor over the last 15 year, I have enjoyed watching it grow into the town that
it is. And looking forward, I would like to see it grow with more of a heart to the town than
sprawl. 

Thank you,
DayDay Howe

mailto:dayshops@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


January 31, 2021

Victor City Planning & Zoning Commission
10 S. Main 
Victor, Idaho 83455

Re: Draft FLUM

Dear Members of the Commission:

In preparation of your work session today, we would like to illustrate our thoughts about how the Future Land Use Map (FLUM) could be 
amended to meet the goals of the draft Comprehensive Plan and the wishes of the public. Below is a composite map we prepared. The follow-
ing pages contain thematic elements of the composite map. 

VARD FLUM Alternative Composite Map



We believe that 
a truly livable, 
compact city can 
be achieved by 
shrinking bound-
aries and identi-
fying infill oppor-
tunities. The draft 
Comprehensive 
Plan projects that 
the City of Victor’s 
population will 
increase by ap-
proximately 750 
residents or so by 
2040. 

City Boundaries

As this map shows, 
there is the poten-
tial for thousands 
of new units within 
our proposed city 
boundaries. If the 
city hews to a small-
er footprint, it will 
likely channel de-
velopment to poten-
tial infill opportuni-
ties, truly creating 
a compact, livable 
city. There would be 
little need for new 
roads, and path-
ways can be built 
within the existing 
environment.

Infill Opportunities

Affordable Housing Opportunities
Infill also creates 
the opportunity for 
deed-restricted, per-
manently affordable 
housing. The Teton 
County Joint Housing 
Authority has pro-
posed several con-
cepts on city-owned 
lands. Parcels out-
side of proposed city 
boundaries can later 
be annexed with the 
condition that a cer-
tain percentage of 
deed-restricted units 
are developed. This 
is a Tier 1 Strategy 
in the Teton County 
Strategic Housing 
Plan. 

Housing Authority Concepts

CITY HALL SHERMAN PARKVVM VILLAGE



Greenspace Gateways
The cities of Teton 
Valley, despite re-
cent history, have 
been known for 
their tight city 
boundaries and 
hard edges be-
tween city and 
county. Similar 
to the Porter Es-
tate and Poodle 
Ranch in Jack-
son, the McPolin 
Barn in Park City, 
or the Sun Valley 
Barn outside of 
Ketchum, commu-
nities have curat-
ed rural character 
features into their 
gateways. Victor 
could strategical-
ly do the same. 
Greenspace Gate-
ways could be giv-
en the proposed 
RN-5 zone in Teton 
County, which 
would cluster 1-2 
acre lots along 
county roads with 
a maximum 1:5 
density. By stra-
tegically placing 
Greenspace Gate-
ways under coun-
ty zoning, the City 
could become a 
truly compact, liv-
able city surround-
ed by open space. 

Lockart Ranch at the Porter Estate, 
adjacent to the Town of Jackson

Poodle Ranch Conservation 
Property, adjacent to Town of Jackson

McPolin Bard at Park City’s Edge Sun Valley Barn at the edge of Ketchum



From: Nachorita
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: VARD vision
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 7:40:17 AM

We strongly support and agree with  the VARD vision
Bill and Mary Beth Moehring

mailto:nachorita@aol.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: barbara aronowitz
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Vard"s vision
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 6:43:13 PM

Dear Planner:

      We do agree with VARD's vision.  There are many vacant lots in Victor which could be
used to accommodate those needing housing. Once again, we have to stress the need to
maintain Victor's small town character.  We also have to be aware of the unusual area we live
in and take care to preserve the habitat of the wildlife here.

Sincerely.

Barbara & Gerald Aronowitz

Victor, ID

mailto:aronobarb@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Cristy Salcedo
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: VARD’S vision
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:28:38 AM

 I am a resident of Driggs and I agree wholeheartedly with VARDs vision to maintain and promote the sustainability
of GYE elk herds.
We must consciously move forward in a responsible and environmentally protective fashion.
I support the efforts of VARD and others to protect that which came before us!!
Thank you,
Cristy Salcedo

Sent from Cristy's iPhone

mailto:cristysalcedo@me.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Kathleen Neiley
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: VARD"s plan
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:59:20 AM

Until/unless VARD becomes a publicly funded agency that is legally able to speak for Victor
residents, I urge you to ignore their opinions on matters that are city-specific and not county-
wide. From their email:  "As you know, Teton Valley is one Community" is simply not true. 
We are multiple communities.  

VARD is an elitist, privately-funded,  special-interest group with attorneys on staff,  who
obstruct every single development proposal. They have no voting power.  Their members seek
to preserve and protect their own particular views and lifestyle. This is the age-old Jackson
Hole story - they  just moved it West.  They are hung-up on the "undeveloped lots" argument
without providing any solution to reduce that glut or exploring why it exists.    

In their favor:  VARD helped me a lot with fixing my subdivision CC&R's (expensive, time-
consuming, ridiculous that the zombie problems have been foisted off on unsuspecting home
purchasers - we have had some pretty shitty developers and county commissioners that
allowed this to continue) and that's really what they should be doing. 

We should be making the development of those existing lots a priority, I agree with that.  At
the current rate of land appreciation around here, lots should be moving!  Why aren't they? 
That's worth some study.  I appreciate their efforts in that area, but the longer I have lived here
the less value I find in their positions on zoning and business development.  

Non-Victor residents who follow the advice of the email blast this morning and advocate for
VARD's plan should have ZERO say in the Victor decisions. I do not opine on Driggs issues. 
I do not live in Driggs. I do not live in Tetonia.  I do not live in Alta.  This is not a "valley"
issue.  This is a Town of Victor issue.  

Kathleen Neiley

mailto:neileykc@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Todd Hilde
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Victor growth
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:47:38 AM

As a property owner and a big supporter and fan of Victor I am concerned with additional sprawl in Victor. With the
many lots available and as yet undeveloped, I support VARDS thoughts on providing incentive to keep the
boundaries tight and develop what we have first.
Thank you for the consideration.

Todd Hilde 2

mailto:hilde.4sportranch@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


From: Donna Hahle
To: Carl Osterberg
Cc: Mike Hahle
Subject: Victor Sprawl
Date: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:02:51 AM

Victor City Council members,

This is to inform you that we support the VARD vision for Victor. Let’s not lose our small
town to sprawl... please take advantage of the properties that are available within the Victor
city limits to meet housing and green space needs.

Donna Hahle

mailto:dhahle@icloud.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com
mailto:dmhahle@bellsouth.net


      February 13, 2021 

 

 

VIA USPS 
 

City Council 

City of Victor 

10 S. Main Street, Unit 101 

Victor, ID 83455 

 

 RE:  Proposed Transportation Plan – City of Victor Comprehensive Plan 

 

Dear Councilors, 

 

 This firm represents The Ponds Condominiums Homeowner’s Association, Inc.  (the 

“HOA”).  The HOA asked me to send you this letter concerning the draft Transportation Plan 

which has been submitted for your review.  In particular, this letter pertains to the erroneous 

designation of Sagebrush Dr. and Homestead Road as public collector roads.  These are not public 

roads, but instead private rights-of-way.  It is the hope and request of the HOA that this erroneous 

designation is removed from the final Transportation Plan. 

 

 On page 26 of the draft Transportation Plan, there is a map that contains highlights of 

various colors designating different transportation routes, such as collector streets, city streets, 

pathways, and alleys.  The part of this map which concerns and troubles the HOA is duplicated as 

follows: 

 

 
 

At issue in this letter is the line which reads “Sagebrush Drive.” The color used to delineate this 

line is designated as “collector street” within the Transportation Plan.  Furthermore, this same line 

is designated as part of the “Street Network” which would serve the proposed “START Bus Route” 

on page 36 of the Transportation Plan.   

 

 The first problem with the proposed map is that it erroneously depicts a straight road 

labeled as “Sagebrush Drive” extending to the west of Highway 33 until it reaches S 1000 W, and 

east of the highway until it reaches S Baseline Road.  No such thoroughfare exists.  Instead, what 

is labeled as Sagebrush Drive is, in actuality, private access to the parking lot where Valley Lumber 

& Rental is located.  Beyond the parking lot is a storage yard and nothing else. As such, there is 

simply no straight thoroughfare that exists (or that could be constructed) that could be used as a 

collector.  

DocuSign Envelope ID: 3FCCBC6C-65D1-4545-8AF5-19226851863F



 

 Notwithstanding the non-existence of Sagebrush Drive, even if the City wanted to 

somehow construct a road and connect it with Baseline, it would need to utilize Homestead Drive.  

This then raises the second problem with the proposed Transportation Plan:  Homestead Drive is 

a private road for the benefit of the condominium owners and is thus not a public right-of-

way.  Moreover, any extension of Homestead Drive to connect to Baseline Road would remain 

private for all future development done by Teton Properties, LLC.  Thus, any designation of any 

part of Homestead Drive as a future public collector is clearly in error.  Neither HOA nor Teton 

Properties, LLC has given approval or authorization for the City to utilize its private road and 

property as a collector for the City and oppose any future designation as such.   

 

 While the HOA understands and recognizes that the Transportation Plan represents options 

for transportation planning in the future, the HOA desires to make it abundantly clear that they 

oppose and will oppose any use of Homestead Drive as a public road in the future.  Homestead 

Drive is unique insofar that it both provides access to the condominiums and a double-loaded 

parking lot for its residents.  Turning this unique road into a public right-of-way would be too 

disruptive and dangerous to the condominium owners.  Given their position on the matter, it is not 

advisable for the Transportation Plan to propose future transportation options that will never 

materialize.   

 

 Based on the foregoing, the HOA reiterates its opposition to any designation of Homestead 

Drive and Sagebrush Drive as a current or future collector street for the City of Driggs.   

 

 

    Sincerely, 

 

 

              

        W. Forrest Fischer 

 

 We, the undersigned, being the directors of The Ponds Condominiums Homeowner’s 

Association, Inc. have reviewed this letter and submit the same as our individual objections and 

comment to the proposed Transportation Plan. 

 

 

              

        Josh Thulin 

 

 

              

        Dawn Meckem 

 

 

              

        Robert Howe 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 3FCCBC6C-65D1-4545-8AF5-19226851863F



From: Kayla Koeber
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: FLUM
Date: Saturday, February 20, 2021 5:03:14 PM

Dear Victor Planning Dept and City Council,

I agree with VARD'S FLUM and urge you to consider infill vs. sprawl as you envision our
unique and beautiful valley's future.

Thank you,

Kayla Koeber

mailto:kaylakoeber@infowest.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


 
February 19, 2021 

 
 

Victor City Council 
10 S. Main St. 
Victor, ID 83455 
 
Re: Draft Comprehensive Plan 
 
Dear Members of the Council: 
 
We find that many of the goals, objectives, and policies of the draft Comprehensive Plan will further 
our mission of promoting open spaces, wild places, and vibrant towns in Teton Valley. We like the 
Dark Skies provisions and know of other communities that have made exemplary efforts in limiting 
excess outdoor lighting. We support the viewshed analysis that will be incorporated into the design of 
public spaces. The Trail Creek Greenway concept is exciting and we hope that it enjoys the success 
experienced by the Teton Creek Corridor Project in Driggs.  
 
We have reviewed public comments submitted for the draft plan, and we are a bit confused about how 
the Comp Plan process resulted in a Future Land Use Map (FLUM) that seeks to increase the footprint 
of the city by about 40% when the city projects a growth rate of 8%. We appreciate the reduction in 
footprint recommended by the Planning & Zoning Commission, but fear that it still fails to link the 
plan’s policies with the FLUM. 
 
We understand most of these areas are within existing city boundaries, but the fact that so much land 
within the city core remains undeveloped raises the question of why the city should be actively 
seeking development at the city’s edges. In other words, why isn’t the city considering shrinking city 
boundaries in order to support its core? We note that the City of Driggs pursued a similar strategy in 
that city’s newly adopted Comprehensive Plan. The Town of Jackson hasn't significantly adjusted its 
boundaries in 30 years, but has experienced voluminous infill, including thousands of new residential 
units. Jackson Hole has its issues, but a lack of vibrancy isn’t one of them.  
 
As far as we can tell, the draft FLUM seeks rapid development of these areas (proposed zone changes 
are designated as a 1-5 year “short-term” implementation priority) for the following reasons: 
 

● “While there is room to grow and respond to the increasing demand for housing in the area, 
many lots remain vacant due to continuously rising construction costs or land 
speculation. This exacerbates the housing supply issue.” (pp 10) 
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● “One of the key factors within this Comprehensive Plan is the addition of a growth management 
area and boundary, identifying those areas in which it makes sense for the city to grow, in 
regards to utilities, habitat, resource areas, connections, etc.” (pp 25) 

● “Create a soft edge of residential neighborhoods, integrated with agriculture, open space, and 
recreation opportunities.” (pp 26) 

● “Encourage land use patterns that promote economic and social prosperity, as well as 
efficiency in infrastructure and services.” (pp 26) 

 
In our review of public comment,  we note that preventing sprawl is a recurring theme. Urban 
Planning is a social science, and, in the context of a Comprehensive Plan, community values must be 
front and center in decision-making. If the public doesn’t want sprawl, that is reason enough to stop 
sprawl.  
 
The proposed FLUM is a plan for sprawl. The draft plan anticipates a 8% population increase in the 
next 5 years, while the footprint of the city is proposed to increase by about 40%.  We don’t find 
above-mentioned justifications for sprawl in the plan compelling. Specifically: 
 

● Speculation and Construction Costs. The lure of cheap land at a city’s edge is primarily why 
North American cities have sprawled in the post-war era and experience the deleterious effects 
of sprawl today. Cities that have successfully combated sprawl have drawn a hard line in the 
sand, which then channels development activity toward infill development. Ultimately, 
developers overcome the speculation and construction obstacles that lie in the way of 
successful infill development.  Consider the Town of Jackson (TOJ), which has held tight 
boundaries since the early 90’s. In the last eight years, TOJ has seen over 600 residential units 
developed or in the pipeline - nearly 200 of which are deed-restricted affordable - with no 
increase in physical footprint. TOJ and Teton County, Wyoming are now formulating  a 
neighborhood plan for the Gill and Lockhart lands to the south of High School Road, which will 
include a no-build option for consideration. This is pursuant to the Northern South Park 
“trigger” in the Jackson-Teton County Comprehensive Plan, which requires the community to 
achieve an acceptable threshold of infill development before new lands are considered for 
city-level development.  The plan will otherwise consider the amount of workforce housing 
needed and the neighborhood plan’s availability to meet such needs. We find that the FLUM 
should benefit from this level of rigor before lands at the city’s edge are considered for 
development.  

● Availability of Utilities. Similar to the point above, the availability of utilities is typically the 
precursor to sprawl. The presence of existing or future utilities shouldn’t override the will of 
the public. Moreover,  developers that emerged during the boom-bust era of the late 2000’s laid 
infrastructure for sprawling development that the City of Victor wisely de-annexed in order to 
support a core-first strategy. We recommend that the city not only continue - but bolster - this 
strategy of not sprawling toward utilities born from by bad decisions of the past.  
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● Soft Edge vs. Hard Edge. The desire for a “soft edge” is something that we have not found to be 
widely supported in public comment. In Driggs, the public clearly stated their preference for a 
hard edge in order to protect the surrounding countryside and to promote a vibrant core. We 
believe Victor residents want the same and that a hard edge strategy will work for Victor.  

● Economic and Social Prosperity. Decades of research have indicated that that sprawl is 
counter to economic prosperity. Strong Towns has been particularly active in this arena, and 
has chronicled the economic success of communities that have resisted sprawl. Social 
prosperity, as we understand the term, is synonymous with livability. Sprawl has shown to 
have adverse effects on livability.  

 
We ask that the City Council also consider the fact that Victor and Teton Valley lie within the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE), the planet’s only intact ecosystem in a temperate climate zone. VARD 
believes we have a special duty to protect the GYE, and that our human footprint should be limited as 
much as possible. Teton County has been making great strides in overhauling their Land Use Code, and 
the county will likely embrace low-density, clustered zoning with enhanced wildlife protections. This 
will go beyond the county’s current rural-density zoning ordinance and Wildlife Habitat Overlay. 
 
The draft Comprehensive Plan seeks to promote a “compact and livable city.” This is best achieved by 
drawing a hard line around the city’s footprint and welcoming the 36 new residents the city receives 
each year and inviting them to be part of the solution. The potential for infill only exists if the city holds 
the line on sprawl, as does successful stewardship of the GYE. 
 
Finally, you received the alternative FLUM prepared by VARD on February 9th. We hope that you 
seriously consider it as a framework for formulating the adopted FLUM.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 

Shawn W. Hill 
Executive Director 

 
 

https://www.strongtowns.org/


From: Kathy O"Neil
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Victor Future Land Use Map
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:30:38 AM

Dear Councilors and Commissioners

I am writing in regards to Victor’s Future Land Use Map.  I applaud all the work that you do and specifically the
efforts that went into this planning. 
I would, however, like to respectfully request that adjustments be made to decrease the proposed city footprint and
to work within the existing footprint more than is noted - utilizing undeveloped areas in the existing footprint as well
as in already impacted areas near the existing footprint.  This would likely accommodate the needs of human growth
in Victor while also respecting the needs of wildlife and flora in this rich corner of the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem and retaining the rural agricultural heritage that has coexisted for so long with this natural landscape.  As
a physician, I have an abiding belief that humans are only as healthy as the ecosystems that surround and support us.
With this in mind, I believe the alternative land use map that VARD has submitted to be a better option - or at least a
springboard for additional discussion and evaluation. 

Thank you for your time and attention and for your ongoing efforts to guide Victor and the entire Teton Valley into
the healthiest future possible.   If I can be of any assistance, I would be happy to lend a hand.

Best

Kathleen O’Neil, MD
Driggs, ID

mailto:kathyo.252@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


 
December 31, 2020 

 
 

Victor Planning & Zoning Commission 
10 S. Main St. 
Victor, ID 83455 
 
Re: Draft Transportation Plan 
 
Dear Members of the Commission: 
 
We like many of the provisions in the draft Transportation Plan. In particular, the proposed 
protected intersections along Main St. will be a welcome addition to downtown, and slowing 
traffic to 25 mph is long overdue.  
 
We suggest the plan incorporate the following: 
 

1. Infrastructure funded by the 2020 BUILD Grant. This grant funds several potential road, 
ped, and bike improvements in Victor, including the Baseline Road underpass 
improvement, turn lanes at several intersections in Victor, the acquisition of new buses 
(which will possibly lead to eight daily runs), and “Dutch striping” along the Old Jackson 
Highway Multi-Use Corridor. The BUILD Grant was made possible by a coalition of 15 
government, business, and nonprofit organizations, including VARD.  
 

2. VMT and modal-split monitoring. Limiting Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) will be essential 
in ensuring that Victor successfully manages its transportation needs. The 2014 Western 
Greater Yellowstone Housing Needs Assessment found that over 50% of Teton County, 
Idaho households have a Jackson commuter. The Jackson-Teton County Integrated 
Transportation Plan (ITP) monitors VMT’s on Wyoming Highways, though the ITP is 
proposed to shift to a focus on travel times. Since much of the Victor population commutes, 
it may be imperative for Victor to monitor VMT’s on Hwy 33 through the city and to the 
Wyoming state line. Reducing VMT’s and increasing modal split (particularly toward 
transit) will be key to manage transportation in Victor and the Jackson Hole 
commutershed. VARD has also requested that the Caribou-Targhee National Forest 
establish a VMT baseline and potential growth on state highways associated with Grand 
Targhee Resort expansion. If the City of Victor actively monitors VMT’s and modal-split, it 
will help greatly with managing transportation throughout the Teton region.  

 

https://tetonvalleyadvocates.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Teton-BUILD_brochure_web-1.pdf
https://www.driggsidaho.org/use_images/archive/Housing_Needs_Assessment_2014_-_final.pdf
https://www.driggsidaho.org/use_images/archive/Housing_Needs_Assessment_2014_-_final.pdf


 
 
Finally, it may be worth mentioning the proposed Teton Pass Corridor Plan proposed in the final 
draft of the ITP, and for the plan to recommend that the City of Victor engage in the effort.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 
Shawn W. Hill 
Executive Director 
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